“Music, in performance, is a type of sculpture. The air in the performance is sculpted into something”.

Frank Zappa
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203 x 203 x 46 MILD STEEL, H-SECTION SLANTED COLUMN
10mm MILD STEEL CONNECTION PLATE
WELDED TO UNDERSIDE OF 203 x 203 x 46 MILD STEEL, H-SECTION COLUMN
10mm SUPPORTING FLANGE WELDED TO UNDERSIDE OF 203 x 203 x 46 MILD STEEL, H-SECTION CONNECTION PLATE & BOLTED WITH 16mm DIA MILD STEEL EXPANSION BOLTS TO BASE PLATE SUPPORTING FLANGES
10mm MILD STEEL BASE PLATE
WITH TWO 10mm SUPPORTING FLANGES BOLTED TO 203 x 133MM MILD STEEL, H-SECTION SUPPORTING FLANGE WITH 16mm DIA MILD STEEL EXPANSION BOLTS BOLTS ACC TO ENG SPEC
85mm PAVING LAYED ON 150mm COMPACTED GROUND FILL
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